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Abstract Some more practical channels that model the networks in a real
environment is the multi-path communication channels. In order to investi-
gate these communications channels. This work addressed Channel Estimation
(CE) in the Uplink (UL) phase for a multi-cell multi-user massive multiple-
input multiple-output (M-MIMO) system that studies multi-path communi-
cation between each user and its serving Base Station (BS). We suppose that
the network operates under Time-Division Duplex (TDD) protocol. We stud-
ied and analyzed the multi-path channels and their benefit over CE since
it presents a more realistic channel that displays a real propagation circum-
stance. on the flip side, we evaluated the CE quality using ideal Minimum-
Mean Square Error (MMSE). This latter relies on an impractical property
that can be explicated since the MMSE estimator considers foreknowledge
on Large-Scale Fading (LSF) coefficients of interfering users. Thus, the sug-
gested estimator is introduced to overcome this issue, where the suggested
estimator tackled this problem and presented result asymptotic approaches
to the performance of the MMSE estimator. Besides, we considered a more
real communication in which the multi-path channels are either realized using
Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) only or using both Line-of-Sight (LoS) and NLoS
path depending on the distance at which the user is located from his serving
BS. Otherwise, in numerous scenarios, users at the cell edge are strongly af-
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fected by Pilot Contamination (PC). Hence, we introduced a Power Control
(PoC) policy so that the users at the cell edge are less affected by the PC
problem. In the simulation results segment, the analytic and simulated results
are introduced to assert our theoretical study.

Keywords Massive MIMO · Channel Estimation · Pilot Contamination ·
Multi-path Channels · Maximum likelihood · Power Control
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Acronyms

BS : Base Station
CE : Channel Estimation
CSI : Channel State Information
DL : Downlink
EE : Energy Efficiency
MMSE : Minimum Mean Square Error
LS : Least-Squares
LoS : Line of Sight
LSF : Large-Scale Fading
M-MIMO : Massive Multiple Input Multiple Output
ML : Maximum likelihood
MSE : Mean Square Error
NLoS : Non-Line of Sight
NoA : Number of Antennas
NoAE : Number of Averaged Elements
OFDM : Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
PC : Pilot Contamination
PE : Polynomial Expansion
PoC : Power Control
PS : Pilot Sequence
SE : Spectral Efficiency
SNR : Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SSF : Small-Scale Fading
TDD : Time Division Duplex
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UL : Uplink

1 Introduction

Massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (M-MIMO) considers as a promis-
ing technology that brings many enhancements to the wireless communication
network, which relies on the employ of hundreds of antennas in each Base
Station (BS) that allows benefiting from beamforming scheme that increases
the communication gain and focuses the signal in the desired region [1,2].
Besides, M-MIMO technology give rise to a considerable enhancement over
Spectral Efficiency (SE) and Energy Efficiency (EE) by using linear process-
ing schemes. The enhancement in SE is made through the service of many
terminals at the same time-frequency resources using a spatial multiplexing
technique, while the boost in EE is obtained through the use of a massive
Number of Antennas (NoA) at the BS [3,4,5]. To achieve great improvements
in M-MIMO systems, a precise channel statistics are necessary to be know
at both end (i.e., the transceiver) for detecting and pre-coding purposes. In
addition, the reuse of Pilot Sequences (PSs) (i.e., frequencies ) in cellular net-
works degrading the accuracy of Channel Estimation (CE). In other words,
the reuse of pilot/frequencies in cellular networks give rise to a bottleneck phe-
nomenon for the M-MIMO called in the literature as the Pilot Contamination
(PC) [6,7]. On the other hand, in literature, Time-Division Duplex (TDD)
mode is the most appropriate protocol for the execution of M-MIMO systems,
which counteracts pilot overhead by relying on channel reciprocity between
the Uplink (UL) and Downlink (DL) ( i.e., the pilot signals are dispatched
just in the UL phase ), as stated in the literature [7,8,9]. In many works, the
Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) [10,11] and Least Square (LS) [12] es-
timators are used to estimate the channel, which requires an accurate Channel
State Information (CSI) at the BS. Besides, the MMSE estimator is relying on
the property of having complete knowledge of inter-cell and intra-cell Large-
Scale Fading (LSF) coefficients, which is an unrealistic property as it cannot
be practically applicable. The CE process considering the flat fading channel
has been addressed in numerous studies in the relevant literature [6,13,14,15],
which only concern the Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
schema and do not represent a practical communication that reflects the ac-
tual communication environment. [16].
The subsection below is introduced to provide some related works, in order to
position our work according to previous ones.

1.1 Related works

In this segment, we look at previous studies that have been tackled CE and
PC alleviation.
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In [3], the authors deal with the LS estimator to investigate and assess the
effect of PC over such systems. They deduce that using several ensembles of
orthogonal training sequences in different cells leads to a relatively small dif-
ference regarding the signal-to-interference ratio.
An MMSE-based precoding method is proposed in [6], in which the problem
of PC is addressed for a multicell M-MIMO system. By consideration of an
ensemble of PSs allocated to users in order to get the solution of an optimiza-
tion problem, the authors have minimized the error perceived by users in the
hosted cell and the interference perceived by users in other cells.
In [12], the authors treated the spatially correlated channels for M-MIMO
systems. In particular, they built a CE covariance-aided method that incorpo-
rates both desired and interfering channel covariance. The Bayesian approach
is employed to determine two channels estimators, where the first is dealing
with all channels in the network to the target cell, while the second is deals
just with the channels from users in the target cell. They concluded that, in
the ideal situation, the covariance of desired and interference channels are dis-
tinguished ( i.e., covering separate subspaces). In this case, the PC problem
tends to disappear as the NoA at the BS increase.
A low complexity MMSE estimator based on Polynomial Expansion (PE) is
proposed in [17], which offers a reduced complexity compared to the traditional
MMSE estimator. The proposed MMSE estimator provides a square complex-
ity, while the traditional MMSE estimator has a cubic complexity since it relies
on a matrix inversion that increases the computational complexity. The sug-
gested PE based MMSE estimator provides an almost-optimal Mean Square
Error (MSE) even if a low degree of PE is chosen.
The authors in [18] addressed the spatially correlated channel, which uses
the exponential correlation model to describe the correlation across channels.
An approximate MMSE estimator is suggested based on a sample covariance
matrix, wherein the efficiency of the suggested estimator is attached to the
number of samples used to estimate the actual covariance matrix. Thus, The
suggested estimator precision is a direct result of the number of samples used
to estimate the true covariance matrix since using the suggested estimator
with a massive number of samples covariance matrix provides the same result
as the Bayesian-MMSE estimator.
In [19], the authors address the spatially correlated channels employing Rician
fading, where the channels are a composite of deterministic (i.e., Line-of-Sight
(LoS) path) and stochastic (i.e., Line-of-Sight (NLoS) path) components. The
authors focused on spectral efficiency using three estimators (MMSE, Element-
Wise MMSE, and LS estimators). Concluding that spatial correlation improves
spectral efficiency, and a significant improvement is observed over spectral ef-
ficiency when the LoS path is available.
The literature review indicated that, in general, the works that have been
discussed on CE and PC assume perfect knowledge of inter/intra-cell LSF
coefficients, which is not the case in practical implementations. However, re-
searchers in the literature propose strategies to overcome this problem (i.e.,
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PC). However, these strategies require further computation. Thereby, a higher
complexity is provided.

1.2 Work-organization

This work is organized as follows:
Throughout section 2, the system model is presented, wherein we define the
channel coefficients, the LSF expressions, the pilot-type used for the UL phase,
and the strategy of PoC policy. In section 3, we define the CE phase and the
estimators employing during this work. Simulation results are presented in
section 4 to prove our theoretical study. The conclusion is provided in section
5, in which we summarize the results of the work.

1.3 Contributions

This work aims to study CE for M-MIMO systems running under TDD mode
using Power Control (PoC) for the multi-path channel model. Furthermore,
the multi-path channels can be realized either using NLoS only or using LoS
and NLoS path depending on the distance from the user to its serving BS.
The main contributions are three-fold listed as follows :

1. Suggest a strategy based on Maximum-likelihood to overcome the unreal-
istic property afforded through the MMSE in a scenario where the com-
munication user-BS can be made using either NLoS only or using LoS and
NLoS path depending on the distance from the user to its serving BS.

2. Investigate and analyze a multi-path channel model in which the LSF has
two expressions depending on the distance from the user to its serving BS
(i.e., depending on whether the LOS path exists or not).

3. The employ of PoC so that the users within the cell-edge can be affected
by lower interference from users in contiguous cells ( since we reflected
the worst situation in which the pilot sequences employed in each cell are
duplicated in the entire remaining cells ). Where, in many scenarios, users
in the cell edge are strongly affected by PC, which degrades the CE quality.

2 System model

In this segment, we define the system model that will be utilized herein. In
which L hexagonal-contiguous cells are employed. Where each cell contains
K users with a single antenna each and a centered BS (which obey-to the
constraints stated by the M-MIMO technology (i.e., M >>K)). Furthermore,
each BS is armed with M antennas operating under the TDD protocol that
has a significant advantage over the M-MIMO system as mentioned in [3,5,9].
The service of users in any cell is provided according to the principle of time-
frequency block. on the flip side, another constraint is the coherence block
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limitation which also limits the duration of the TDD frame that depends on
the propagation environment (velocity of users, number of wavelengths, ....)
[5,9,20,21].
Obeying to the TDD framework and assumed synchronized-users transmis-
sion. First, the users of all cells dispatch their training/pilot sequences in the
UL process. After, the BS exploits these PSs to perform the CE process. Then,
the users of all cells dispatch the payload data. Later, based on the estimated
channel vectors, each BS is activated for detection and decoding the UL user
data and produce precoding vectors to carry out the downlink data.
We suppose that this work is considered wireless channels that encompass both
channel coefficients ( i.e., small-scale/fast-scale fading and LSF coefficients).
In addition, the wireless channel employed is assumed to be static in each co-
herence block and doesn’t rely on the BS antennas, M and number of users per
cell, K. We start our process of derivation through the following explanation of

h
im(p)
jk ( is the pth component of him

jk = [h
im(0)
jk ,h

im(1)
jk , . . . ,h

im(P −1)
jk ] ) which

symbolizes the gain of the pth path joining the kth user in the jth cell to the
mth BS antennas in the ith cell. This gain is a function of both the fast-scale
fading and LSF coefficients, as indicated in the equation below

h
im(p)
jk =

√

βi
jk(gim

jk )(p), (1)

Here, (gim
jk )(p) describe the rapid fluctuation in the amplitude-phase of the

signal and βi
jk describe the path-loss or signal attenuation over a wide geo-

graphical area. Besides, assuming that the propagation environment provides
at most P paths. The matrix that englobes/incorporates all the channel vectors
Hij is formulated as

Hij =
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Hij = [Hi
j1,H

i
j2, . . . ,H

i
jK ]

(2)

This matrix encompasses the entire channels from the K users in jth cell to
all M BS antennas in ith cell, where {i, j} = 1, . . . ,L.

Multipath channels are a more realistic propagation environment that oc-
curs in any communication network and are mostly obtained in urban micro
( in which large buildings are more likely to exist, and the distance between
either pair of BSs is less than 1 km, as stated in [22]). These multi-path chan-
nels are the principal effect of Small-Scale Fading (SSF) [23], where multipath
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channels depend on the environment ( propagation delays, the distance be-
tween Transmitter-Receiver,.......). Thereby, this work aims to investigate and
analyze a multipath channel model in which the LSF has two expressions de-
pending on the distance between the user and BS (i.e., Line-of-Sight (LoS)
or Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS)). The LoS and NLoS path’s existence depends
on the distance at which the user is located, as stated in the 3GPP model
given in [22]. Meaning that there is a maximal distance at which the LoS path
possibly would not exist. In other words, there is an environment-dependent
distance for which LoS paths are not reasonable (where all of the paths are
main NLoS ) and a distance for which NLoS and LOS paths are available. The
LoS probability depends on the distance between the user and its serving BS
according to the following equation

Pr(LoS) =

{

300−di
jk

300 , 0< di
jk < 300,

0, di
jk > 300.

(3)

The existence of the LoS or NLoS path influences the LSF expression. Thereby,
if there is a LoS path between transmitter and receiver (where all of the paths
are main NLoS ), the appropriate LSF coefficient is expressed (in dB) as follows

βi
jk = −30.18−10αLoS log10(di

jk)+Υ i
jk, (4)

Here, Υ i
jk ∼ N (0,(σLoS

sf )2) signifies the shadowing or shadow fading with σLoS
sf =

4 is determining how the extent of the random fluctuations are. If there isn’t
a LoS path between transmitter and receiver, the appropriate LSF coefficient
is formulated (in dB) as

βi
jk = −34.53−10αNLoS log10(di

jk)+Ψ i
jk, (5)

Here, Ψ i
jk ∼ N (0,(σNLoS

sf )2) signifies the shadowing with σNLoS
sf = 10. After

describing the nature of the LSF used in our work, the UL training phase is
the next part that will be addressed.

2.1 Uplink Training phase

We deal with pilot-based estimation in this work. Thereby, in this stage, users
in each cell dispatch pilot/training sequences in order to communicate with
the desired BS. Let us assume that the reuse of frequency across the cells is one
( due to the limited coherence block), which is the worse scenario in which the
system suffers from strong PC ( which represents a bottleneck for M-MIMO
systems even if the NoA at the BS reach infinity). Besides, we assume the
presence of synchronizing-time among cells. All these hypotheses reflect the
worst possible situation regarding the M-MIMO [3]. The PS dispatched by the
kth user is formulated as follows

φk = [ψk(0),ψk(1),ψk(2), . . . ,ψk(N −1)] (6)
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Here, N refers to the length of the PSs. As we investigated the multi-path
channel, we consider that each communication between a user and a BS an-
tenna is realized using the P paths. In addition, the convolution between the
PSs dispatched by the kth user and the M channels linking this user to a given
BS can be matrix-expressed as follows

Φk =















ψk(0) ψk(N −1) . . . ψk(N −P +1)
ψk(1) ψk(0) . . . ψk(N −P +2)
ψk(2) ψk(1) . . . ψk(N −P +3)

...
...

. . .
...

ψk(N −1) ψk(N −2) . . . ψk(N −P +N)















(7)

This matrix (Φk ∈ C
N×P ) is built based on a PS circular-shifted of the kth

user. As has been stated in the literature [Section 7 in [24]], [25,26,27], each
component of this matrix can be determined as follows

ψk(n) = e−iπf
n(n+1)

N , n= 0, . . . ,N −1 (8)

Here, f refers to the sequence index, which obeys the constraint, being a
prime number relative to the PS length N and n take values from 0 to N-1
(i.e., length of PSs ). Additionally, The matrix given in (7) adapted to the
following orthogonal property ΦH

k Φk =NIP . It is interesting to note that, in
the cyclically shifted version, these PSs offer an orthogonal property to each
other [25]. Furthermore, a global matrix ( Φ ∈ CN×KP ) can be defined, which
include the PSs of K users and can be represented by

Φ = [Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,ΦK ] (9)

The intra-cell interference is not covered in this work. Thereby, each user of
the K users in each cell must employ an orthogonal pilot compared to the re-
maining users (i.e., the length of PSs must be superior to the number of users
in each cell times the number of paths, N >KP ). As mentioned beforehand,
the PS length must be a prime number and very close to K×P .
In the situation where N >KPL is proved. Thus, the system can never suffer
from the PC problem. As each user uses a unique PS ( i.e., orthogonal PS to
all other PSs used in the network) that does not reflect the practical imple-
mentation due to the constraint given by the limiting coherence block. The
BS in the ith cell receives the signal Y ∈ C

M×N , which can be written as

Yi =

L
∑

j=1

K
∑

k=1

√
q

jk
HijkΦ

T
k +Wi (10)

Here, qjk is symbolized the transmit power dedicated to the kth user in the
jth cell, and Wi ∈ C

M×N symbolizes the noise matrix related to the ith BS
with the property that each element of Wi is following the normal distribution
(i.e., CN ∼ (0,1)).
Before the estimation stage, we can write the equation (10) without depending
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on the PS. Hence, the equation (10) can be rewritten in a new form (as a
function of channels and noise only ) as follows

yik = YiΦ
∗
k =N

L
∑

j=1

√
qjkHijk +wik (11)

Where yik is a M × 1 vector, and wik = WiΦ
∗
k(∈ C

M×1) is represented as
N (0M×1,IM ).

2.2 Power Control Strategy

We have introduced the heuristic PoC [9] in order to users in the cell-edge can
be affected by lower interference from users in contiguous cells. The transmit
power devoted to the kth user in the ith cell can be expressed as follows

qik =



















qmax, χ >
βi

ik

βi
i,min

,

qmaxχ
βi

i,min

βi
ik

, χ≤ βi
ik

βi
i,min

,

(12)

Here, βi
i,min is defined as the smallest LSF value afforded by a user in the ith

cell serving by the BS in the ith cell, which can be written as follows

βi
i,min =min(βi

i,1, . . . ,β
i
i,k, . . . ,β

i
i,K) (13)

This strategy ( provided in the equation (12)) enables a user with the lowest
channel condition to broadcast with maximum power. Besides, this strategy
requires the other users to transmit with power limited to obey the constraint
given through the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) ( i.e., the SNR can not ex-
ceed 10 dB higher at most). As the threshold χ is chosen equal to 10 dB.
Additionally, the maximum power of transmission qmax is equal to 10 dBm.

3 Channel Estimation process

In order to estimate the channel Hiik at the ith BS (i.e., ith cell). A straight-
forward technique is adopted as referred to in [16,28], which represented as
follows

ĤLS
iik = λik =

yik√
qikN

= Hiik +

L
∑

j 6=i

√

qjk

qik

Hijk +
wik√
qikN

(14)

Here, λik ∈ C
M×P ( also referred to in some literature works as the CE based

on LS [13], ĤLS
iik ) is a matrix denoting the estimated version of channel Hiik
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at the ith BS using a traditional process. Furthermore, every column of λik is
normally distributed ( CN (0M ,ΛikIM)), reads

Λik =

L
∑

j=1

qjk

qik

βijk +
1

qikN
(15)

It is noteworthy that Λik integrates the LSF coefficients of all users that employ
the same PS across all cells plus a parameter that represents the noise-power
inverse.

3.1 Ideal MMSE Channel Estimation

The Bayesian-MMSE estimator is supposed that LSF coefficients are known a
priori, which is not the case-in-fact in the practical implementation [16,28]. As
the ith BS can not have prior knowledge of the kth user’s LSF coefficients in the
jth cell (i 6= j,{i, j} = 1, . . . ,L) [6,11]. The estimated channel gain employing
the MMSE estimator is expressed as follows [28]

Ĥmmse
iik =

βiik

Λik

λik =
βiik

Λik

ĤLS
iik (16)

Here, each column of estimated channel gain Ĥmmse
iik follows the normal dis-

tribution (i.e., N C(0M ,
β2

iik
Λik

IM ) ).
The MSE is the metric used for evaluating the performance of each estimator.
Therefore, the MSE expression for Ideal MMSE is written as follows.

MSEmmse
ik =

1

MP
Tr

{

E{‖H̃mmse
iik ‖2}

}

,

=
1

MP
Tr

{

E{‖Hiik − Ĥmmse
iik ‖2}

}

,

= βiik(1− βiik

Λik

)

(17)

Here, H̃mmse
iik symbolize the estimation error. The effectiveness of the ideal

MMSE is strongly affected by the UL power qik, the desired LSF βiik, and the
degree of inter-cell interference.

3.2 Proposed Channel Estimation

The Bayesian-MMSE estimator relies on a property that is not impossible to
apply in a realistic context. Hence, This suggested estimator is investigated
to overcome this issue by relying on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estima-
tor and using an unbiased estimator (i.e., E{X̂} = X) as mentioned in [28],
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where the suggested estimator is employed to estimate Λik rather than βiik.
Thus, the complexity is reduced relative to the MMSE estimator since the
MMSE estimator estimates individual LSF coefficients each. The estimate of
the coefficient defined in equation (15) is denoted by Λ̂ik, and Λ̂ik is estimated
by relying on ML and the concept of unbiasedness (i.e., E{Λ̂ik} = Λik). The
estimated coefficient Λ̂ik is expressed as a function of λik, NoA at the BS, M
and number of paths P in the following form

Λ̂ik =
‖λik‖2

F

MP
(18)

Here, ‖•‖2
F indicates the Frobenius norm, where ‖λik‖2

F = Tr(λH
ikλik) in which

Tr(•) indicates the Trace operator. E{λH
ikλik} = MΛikIP and according to

equation (18), MΛ̂ik =
‖λik‖2

F
P

, i.e., as P increase the expression
‖λik‖2

F
P

tends
faster to the actual value MΛik. By replacing Λik with the estimated ex-
pression (i.e., Λ̂ik) in the MMSE estimator expression, yielding the suggested
estimator expression, which written as follows

Hsuggested
iik =MP

βiik

‖λik‖2
F

λik (19)

According to the equation (19), the suggested estimator depends on the NoA
at the BS and the number of paths per channel, where it is not the case for
the ideal MMSE estimator. As we will illustrate by the mean of simulations in
the coming section, an asymptotic result is obtained when M or P increases.
It is important to note that in the single-path per channel situation (i.e., P
= 1), the equation (19) shortens to the equation (8) indicated in [13]. An
approximate expression of the MSE for the suggested estimator is presented
in the equation below

MSE
suggested
ik =

1

MP
Tr

{

E{‖H̃suggested
iik ‖2}

}

,

=
1

MP
Tr

{

E{‖Hiik − Ĥsuggested
iik ‖2}

}

,

≈ βiik

[

1− βiik(MP −2)

Λik(MP −1)

]

(20)

The effectiveness (i.e., the system performance is assessed using the MSE met-
ric) of suggested estimator is strongly affected by the UL power q, the desired
LSF βiik, NoA at the BS, M , number of paths for each channel, P and the
degree of inter-cell interference.
The table below is provided to recapitulate the parameter values utilized dur-
ing the simulation result in this study.
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Parameter Description parameter value

L Number of cell in the network 7
K Number of users in each cell 10
M Number of BS antennas

(Excluding the Figure in which M is varying) 30
N Length of PSs 223
P Number of paths for each channel 20
- Cell hole 50 m
- Cell radius ( Micro Urban as mentioned in [22]) 500 m
f Sequence Index 119

αLoS path-loss exponent for LoS 2.6

αLoS path-loss exponent for NLoS 3.8

σLoS shadowing standard deviation for LoS 4

σNLoS shadowing standard deviation for NLoS 10

Table 1 The value of parameters used for simulation

4 Simulation Results

We adopt a multi-cell multi-user scenario assuming hexagonal-shape cells, the
users are uniformly distributed over the cells, and the BSs are located in the
cell center. The parameters’ values used for the simulation are listed above in
Table 1. In this segment, our objective is to affirm the theoretical expressions
provided in the previous sections by exploiting simulation figures wherein the
simulated and analytic results are plotted, analyzed, and compared in each set-
ting. We deal with two estimators in this work, namely the Bayesian MMSE
estimator and the suggested estimator. The suggested estimator is studied
and analyzed in various circumstances to assert its effectiveness. We consider
studying CE depending on how the communication between a user and its
serving BS is. In other words, the communication user-BS can be obtained
using either NLoS path only or using LoS and NLoS path depending on the
environment, the distance between a user and its serving BS... ,etc. The ex-
istence or absence of a LoS path has a significant change on the path-loss
and shadowing values, which are assumed to be included in the scope of LSF.
Thereby, the LSF model changes fundamentally. It is worth highlighting that
the LSF coefficients are taken on average through 10000 realizations.
If the LoS path exists, the LSF coefficient given in equation (4) is performed,
which characterizes with path-loss exponent αLoS and standard deviation of
shadowing effect σLoS

sf . While, if there is no LoS communication (i.e., only

NLoS paths between the user and its serving BS occur), the LSF coefficient
presented in equation (5) is performed, which characterizes with path-loss ex-
ponent αNLoS and standard deviation of shadowing effect σNLoS

sf .
After having provided the value of parameters used for simulation results and
determining the LSF model suitable for each situation. According to previous
sections, the LoS path existence depends on the distance between the user
and its serving BS. In other words, if the user-BS distance is inferior to 300m,
hence, the user can benefit from the LoS path, as stated in [22]. Otherwise,
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the user can not benefit from the LoS path.
During this segment and in each situation, results analytic and simulated for
each estimator are presented and compared.
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Fig. 1 MSE in function of SNR (dB)

Figure (1) illustrates the MSE metric with respect to SNR, as indicated
above, the parameters used are presented in Table (1). The MMSE estima-
tor’s performance is compared to the suggested estimator’s performance. As
forecast, the estimation quality presented through the MMSE estimator is the
best compared to the suggested estimator. on the flip side, considering differ-
ent averaged components of the square matrix λH

ikλik from the main diagonal
in order to evaluate the estimation quality presented by the suggested esti-
mator. From figure (1), one can notice that the effectiveness of the suggested
estimator is strongly related to the Number of Averaged Elements (NoAE)
that are selected. In other words, when a small NoAE is identified, a large
MSE gap between the MMSE estimator and the suggested estimator is cre-
ated. This gap is considerably smaller as the NoAE increase. In addition, we
provide analytical results and simulated results for each estimator to compare
its analytical and simulated performances. According to the figure, we con-
clude that the analytic results and the simulated results perform similarly.
Figure (2) is displayed to evaluate how the NoAE can influence the efficiency

of the suggested estimator, where the suggested estimator’s performance is
strongly related to the NoAE that are selected. According to the Figure (2),
which illustrate the MSE metric in function of the NoA at the BS, M. The
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Fig. 2 MSE in function of the number of BS antennas

estimation quality presented through the MMSE estimator is compared to the
suggested estimator. As expected, compared to the suggested estimator, the
performance of the MMSE estimator is better. In order to determine the per-
formance of the suggested estimator, various average components of the square
matrix λH

ikλik are taking from the main diagonal. One can remark that the
NoAE chosen has a high effect on the efficiency of the estimator suggested.
Otherwise stated, a small NoAE provide a large MSE gap between the MMSE
estimator and the suggested estimator. This gap is relatively large when a
small NoA is operating at the BS. By increasing the NoAE and the NoA at
the BS, this gap tends to be very small. Additionally, better performance (i.e.,
MSE values of the suggested estimator very near the MSE values of the MMSE
estimator ) is achieving when the NoAE is equal to the number of multi-path
components. Furthermore, figure (2) displays analytical results and simulated
results for each estimator. The analysis provided above is valid for both situ-
ations since they perform similarly. Notice that the case in which we employ
a small NoAE provides a small gap between analytical results and simulated
results. Indeed, the reason for this is that only a small NoAE are employed.

Figure (3) introduced the MSE metric against the number of multi-path, P ,
against the PS length, N , for the MMSE estimator and suggested estimator,
where the SNR is setting to 20dB. This Figure is affirmed the theoretical
inequality, namely N >KP . Otherwise stated, increasing paths number leads
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Fig. 3 MSE in function of both pilot length and paths number

to an increase in the PS length to serving K users with an orthogonal PS.
Furthermore, the BS can not estimate the channel without relying on or-
thogonality among PSs. From figure (3), the effectiveness of the suggested
estimator is strongly related to the NoA at the BS and the number of multi-
path chosen (recall that the paths number is obeying the limited coherence
block constraints). As the number of BS antennas increase, the performance of
the suggested estimator is greatly enhanced. One can notice that the MMSE
estimator keeps small MSE values compared to the suggested estimator for
all values of multi-path, P. on the flip side, we provide analytical and simu-
lated results for each estimator. Hence, we concluded that the analytical and
simulated results perform similarly for each estimator.

5 Conclusion

A straightforward channel estimator has suggested through this work for multi-
path communication between each pair of antennas at both ends. The sug-
gested estimator has performed to overcome the unrealistic and inapplicable
property on which the MMSE estimator is relied, which can be explained by
the fact that the MMSE estimator has taken into account foreknowledge of
the LSF coefficients of the interfering users. Besides, we overcame this prob-
lem in a more real propagation environment in which multi-path channels are
realized either using NLoS only or using LOS and NLoS paths depending on
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the distance at which the user is located from his serving BS. Additionally, we
have introduced a PoC policy so that the users at the cell edge are less affected
by the PC problem since we have considered the worst-case scenario in which
frequency reuse is 1 ( the desired cell suffers from high interference from all
other cells in the network ). In summary, the suggested estimator has suc-
ceeded overcoming the unrealistic property provided by the MMSE estimator
since it displays asymptotic behavior to the performance of the MMSE esti-
mator in all studied situations. Besides, the analytical and simulated results
have performed similarly in all the analyzed plots.
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